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Bhumi had to carry out her education online due to the enforced
lockdown The online learning posed new challenges for Bhumi like
unavailability of network at times in middle of her classes which led
her to miss some key concepts in various subjects. However, she
made it up with her resilience and hardwork as soon as the schools
reopened post Diwali. She ensured to catch up with her teachers
one on one to understand concepts that she had previously missed
in the lockdown. She found Mathematics difficult but got all her
concepts cleared by her school teachers before attending her
internal exams. Bhumi had prepared for board exams which
unfortunately got cancelled due to the second wave of the
pandemic and now the results will be declared on her internal
exams and unit tests where she scored spectacularly good. Bhumi
loves Information Technology as a subject and hopes to pursue the
same going forward.
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ACADEMIC UPDATE

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVTIES
Bhumi has a keen interest in a lot of indoor games. Carrom and
chess are two of her favorite games. She rises above the competition
every time she plays a tournament. During a carom tournament
held in the year, Bhumi was awarded the top prize with her friend in
carrom (doubles). She also participated in a chess tournament
where she was the runner-up up. Apart from indoor activities, she
also loves to participate in certain outdoor games most notably
volleyball. Most recently she got a certificate of appreciation for
participating in a volleyball tournament. 



Bhumi spent her time at home mostly studying and completing
assignments as well as homework she got from school. In her free
time she helped out her mother in household work, but given her
crucial board exams coming up, her family supported her in the best
possible way to find more time to study. Bhumi prepared sweets
and snacks for her family to enjoy Diwali.

BEING AT HOME

Bhumi's fun activities at home


